Tiguan Allspace

Space
explorer
There’s a whole world out
there and sometimes you need
to take more with you to enjoy
it to the fullest.
Take more people you care about, pack more stuff and see more
horizons in the Tiguan Allspace. With 7 seats, a wheelbase that’s
longer by 110mm, an overall extension of 215mm, foldable seats
and larger boot space, you’ll always be able to live life at full
capacity.
Style & luxury
More luxury on every level.
State of the art technology
The latest and greatest VW technology.
Infotainment packages
The ultimate in connectivity.
Safety first
Safety made to be so much more.

Allspace
All style

The Tiguan Allspace’s design
is a progressive balance of
beauty and brawn.
Its modern profile is fitted to a new base that’s now
longer, wider and lower, creating more interior space.
For an SUV, it’s sportier and more powerful-looking
with flared wheel arches, body-coloured bumpers
and horizontal chrome bars.
The large interior embodies urban refinement with
top-end design finishes, modern comforts and loads
of room. It features a panoramic sunroof that you can
tilt or slide with just the touch of a button.
With high-end features like an ergonomic leathercovered steering wheel, cruise control, seat
configuration and , you’ll always want to go big on life.

The art of
technology
Navigate your day to the fullest, with ease. The Tiguan
Allspace features useful technology like keyless entry,
multi-function camera, mobile phone interface and a
multi-function “Premium” display with colour display.
App-Connect
App-Connect links compatible smartphones to use
selected apps on the touchscreen display of your
Volkswagen, from streaming music to navigation
using mobile maps.

In touch with
the future
The Tiguan Allspace is designed
to connect you fully to your world
and your driving experience.
Your music, apps, cellphone and the places you need to go to are all
easily synced with the Composition Media infotainment system.
It’s complete with an 8” high-resolution display and 2 USB
interface that works with an iPod/iPhone, 1 USB charging socket,
AUX-IN jack, Bluetooth, SD Card and MP3.
The “Discover Pro” 9.2” touchscreen has a cutting-edge satellite
navigation system that also connects to a DVD drive, Bluetooth and has
a USB interface for iPod/iPhone with our smartphone software.

*Composition Media is standard on selected Comfortline and Highline models.

Safety in a
different class
The Tiguan Allspace is one of the
safest SUVs in its class. The safety
cage has been designed to protect
passengers on every side with
reinforced steel B-pillars and smart
technologies like Curtain Protection®
that react to the force of a side
collision and deploy side airbags.
Another very innovative safety feature is the Rest Assist fatigue detection
system that makes sure you’re concentrating and alerts you when you’re not.
High Beam Control “Light Assist”
Turns the High Beam on or off so it doesn’t affect
other drivers.
*Standard on selected Comfortline and Highline models.

The power of
4MOTION®

The Tiguan has 4MOTION® which
constantly monitors driving
conditions and adjusts the power
delivery to wheels accordingly.
It works with Hill Descent Control to detect any
wheel slips or loss of traction and makes for safer,
better off-road performance.
4MOTION® Active Control
Adjusts to specific road conditions.
Automatic Profile
With Driver Profile Selection, you can choose a preferred
setting that fits your driving lifestyle. Choose a setting that
can change the Tiguan’s whole performance between Normal,
Comfortable, Sport or Eco mode.
Off-road driving profile
You can also choose a unique four-wheel drive mode,
depending on the terrain. Modes cover uneven road surfaces
and areas with poor traction. In addition, you can set a unique
off-road version that customises Hill Ascent Control.

Allspace
All comfort
With another row that
seats 3, the Tiguan Allspace
fits 7 comfortably.
It has all the room you need for the family, the dog
and extra space for those unexpected luggage moments.
Never run out of space, or the desire to explore.
Load through facility
The third row seats can be dropped down for items
that are very long.
LED tail lights
The LED tail lights are an additional design highlight.

More seats
More adventure

The Tiguan is generous on space in all facets. With 615
litres of boot space, the rear folding seats increase that
volume to 1,655. The rear seats are also slidable and can
split-fold. Well-thought-out, the central arm-rest even
folds down so long items can be slid into the cabin from
the back of the car.

Colours
The illustrations on this page can only be regarded as a general guide as the printing
process cannot render the true depth and brilliance of the paint finishes with absolute accuracy.
Please note that certain paint and trim combinations may not be available.

Pure White
Solid

Deep Black
Pearl Effect

Pyrite Silver
Metallic

Ruby Red
Metallic

Blue Silk
Metallic

Platinum Grey
Metallic

Wheels, Rims & Trims

Montana
17” alloy wheels
(Standard on Trendline)

Rhombus
Titanium Black/Storm Grey

Nizza
18” alloy wheels
(Standard on Highline)

Art Velours
Titanium Black

Victoria Falls
19” alloy wheels
(Optional on Highline)

Art Velours
Storm Grey

*Dimensions, capabilities and abilities apply to standard vehicles. Actual consumption will vary with loading, driving style, climatic and road conditions.

Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

